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 For curiosity we used pdflatex but the pdflatex_wrapper doesn't seem to have any effect. I get the error message Package pdfx
Error: You need to provide a PDF header to be able to compile this file. A: The dvdsled.pdf file that is supposed to appear as

output has the format of a pdf page, not a dvd page. This dvdsled file will also be in the /downloads/ directory, not in the /builds
directory. You should read the INSTALL file for details on how to use the command line tools in the tools directory. Isis’

execution of a British hostage in Libya was a “very significant attack” on UK interests, the foreign secretary has said. Theresa
May condemned the “horrific” murder as an “act of pure evil”, and said it was an “outrage” that the prime suspect was in the
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custody of UK forces. Donald Trump said the American government would take “all necessary steps” to find the suspected
killer. The mayor of the town where the hostage was killed said he believed the terrorist was a civilian from the nearby port of
Misrata. The suspect, identified as 23-year-old Briton John Cantlie, was killed in a firefight on Tuesday. The hostage, who was

named as the former Italian journalist Paolo Falcone, was beheaded by the Islamist militant in a video released earlier this week.
The 18-minute video, released on Thursday, showed the executioner – who has been identified as Libyan militant Mohammed al-
Shishani – cutting off Falcone’s head with a knife. A further video showed the ISIS member using the knife to slit the throat of
a second captive, believed to be a British aid worker named as American Nick Pope. A man believed to be Pope, along with a

woman who is believed to be his wife, were also reportedly being held in the ISIS stronghold of Sirte, in Libya. The militants are
alleged to have freed Pope and the woman, who was pregnant, in exchange for American aid worker Peter Kassig. Pope, who
worked for aid group Christian Peacemaker Teams, was kidnapped last year and released in October with the condition he left

the UK. His employer said in a statement 82157476af
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